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Duration

30 minutes collecting natural element in the garden
40 minutes: extracting pigments from the natural element collected
30 minutes: chemical reactions with basic and acid additives
60 minutes: open air painting session in the garden
20 minutes: final circle for explanations, comments and feedback 

3.5 hours + art exhibition (not mandatory) 

Articulation:

30 min introduction: primary and secondary colours, natural pigments, plant and
vegetables structure, chemistry basics

Art Exhibition (on a different day, not mandatory): the paintings can be collected and
exposed during an exhibition open to students, the educational community (families,
teachers, students from different classes and schools not directly involved in the
project, local authorities). The exhibition will offer the chance to share and spread
the Permaculture Principles in your local community.

Introduction
IAn activity which combines Science and Art in order to discover and extract the
pigments from natural elements collected in the garden. The pigments will be used
to experiment some chemical reactions and enjoy a painting session in the garden. 
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Calendar
In order to collect a wide variety of colourful vegetables, flowers and wild plants in
the garden in order to have more colour options, the activity should be calendarized
during the Spring or the Summer, possibly between the late April and July.



Preparation
Collect all the listed material and prepare a lab in the classroom with mixers, jars
(3 for each colour), mortar, vinegar, sodium bicarbonate, filter and cloth napkins.
Some visual support about primary and secondary colours can be useful.
Introduce the main topic and the steps of the activity.
In the garden: Organize the learners in different teams: each team has a basket
and should collect natural elements from the garden (fruits, vegetables, flowers,
etc.) of one specific assigned colour.
Go back to the classroom and start with each group to smash the natural
elements collected. Then, using the filter and the cloth napkin, press the
smashed fruit/vegetable/flower and collect the colourful juice in 3 different jars. 
Each team has a different colour and for each colour three different jars. In the
first jar put 1 spoon of sodium bicarbonate, in the second jar put one spoon of
vinegar. Observe and comment the reactions and the different colour tones
obtained.
Invite the learners to mix their colours in empty jars to obtain different colours.
Go back to the garden: each team will share the three jars with the other learners
and start the painting session.
Facilitate a final circle to collect impressions, feedback and clarify eventual
doubts raised by the group.
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Gamification method(s)
Collecting: in team the students will be invited to collect plants and vegetables
in the garden in specific colour groups.
Game achievement: set milestones during the pigment extraction, such as:
a)extract primary colours, b)combine primary colours and produce new colours, c)
use acid and basic substances to achieve different colour tones.
Self expression and aesthetics: use the free creativity session as a tool to digest
the new skills and knowledge and to explore the different perceptions/poins of
view of the common space
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Challenges that will lead to the
completion of the main task:

Collecting natural elements: each team should fill his basket with fruits, flowers
and vegetables of one specific assigned colour.
Colours production: each team extract one colour.
Colour modification through chemical reactions with acid and basic elements 
Colour combination: the teams mix the colours to obtain more variety.
Paint the garden: For this last challenge the group will be guided to understand
and share that there isn’t any best presentation, because each perspective and
point of view is unique and priceless.

Tips for successful facilitation,
supervision and organizing:
Lead the group in the first part through the understanding of the chemicals behind
the magic of colours game. 
Define teams with specific challenges, but valorise the richness coming from the
contamination of colours and perspectives from the different teams.
Let the group free to express through art and creativity, you will be surprised by the
result
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Educational Objective(s)
The extraction of the natural pigments from vegetables, flowers and wild plants in
the garden will offer the chance to know more about functions and nature of
phytochemicals and possible reactions obtained through the interaction with basic
and acid substances. It will be also the chance to discover and experiment with a
practical experience different uses of objects usually present in our daily life: flowers,
vegetables, wild plants and fruits will be used and experienced from a different
perspective, as scientific tool and creative elements.  Although the educational
objectives are mainly related to science, chemistry and botany, art, aesthetic and
creative expression are relevant educational objectives as well. In fact, the painting
session at the end of the activity will offer to the learners a shared enjoyable time to
digest the scientific knowledge and information collected in the first part of the
activity, but also to express himself/herself and to compare the different perspectives
and perceptions of the common space the permaculture garden.

Suggested Environmental Context
The first part of the activity needs to be realized indoors (the classroom is an ideal
environment). The second part must be done outdoors in the school garden. The
activity can be improved through a link with partners, such as permaculture farmers,
where the activity can take place, as long as you can dispose of indoor space for
pigments extraction and outdoor space for natural elements collection and painting
open air session.
It is also recommended to involve of the whole educational community: families,
students and schools not directly involved in the project and local authorities. They
can be invited in an art exhibition realized in the garden: It will be the chance for the
learners to tell and share their experience and achieved knowledge and to spread the
Permaculture principles and the educational experience.
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Impact on external stakeholders
A final exhibition can be realized with the artworks inviting the whole educational
community: students from other schools, learners’ families, some representatives
from local authorities. It will be a priceless moment to share more about
Permaculture and outdoor education with your community.

Debriefing outcomes & obtained
competences:
Final circle to check the feedback from your learners, collect comments and
impression, explain what is not yet clear in the whole process and valorise the
different interpretations through painting of a common space (the garden).
The new competences achieved by the learners will be related to chemistry, science
and botany. The paintings realized during the art session will be desirable outcomes
useful for the Permaculture art exhibition in the garden.



Students' worksheet
AGE : 12 - 14
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Related STE(A)M theory:
Botany: the activity offers the chance to explore the structure and the properties
of plants and fruits 
Science: during the activity you can lead experiments about the properties of the
colours and their eventual combination 
Chemistry: you will have the chance to experience the reactions with basic and
acid elements and their effect on the colour properties 
Art: the activity will be closed with a painting session in the garden where each
student will represent the common space from her/his point of view
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General aim
You will learn more about chemistry, science and botany producing pigments from
flowers, plants and natural elements you can collect from the garden. You will also
use the pigments and express your creativity thanks to the painting open air session.
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Suggested Environmental Context
Garden and classroom

Educational Objective(s)
Improving your competences about wild plants in the garden, traditional uses of the
flowers, functions and nature of phytochemicals, chemical reactions obtained
through the interaction with basic and acid substances, power of art and creativity.
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Necessary Equipment and
Materials:

Flowers in different colours as poppy, marigold and all the colourful flowers you
can catch in the garden
Vegetables in different colours as: red cabbage, carrots, spinach, turmeric, red
pepper, tomato, beetroots.
Fruits in different colours as strawberries, cranberries, blackberries.
Wild plants as nettle and grass.
Vinegar 
Sodium bicarbonate
Mixer 
Mortar
Filters (tea filter can work) and cloth napkins
Some glasses or jars
Watercolour paper 
Brushes



Media and Resources
 Making natural dye using vegetables 

Natural dyeing process 

Helena Arendt 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fImpanUPjS8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z83a0s-576g 

“Facciamo i colori”/ “Peinture vegetales”/
“Entdecke die Farben der Natur”
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Tasks
Main Task:
Extract different colours from natural elements, modify them thanks to chemical
interactions and colours combination, paint outdoor representing the garden and
give time to the learners to express their own creativity..
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Safe and security checklist
Mind the allergies to specific plants and vegetables that will be used in the
activity. 
Always supervise the use of mixer with sharp blades 
During the art session ensure that the learners are protected from the sunlight

(Note: This should be in alignment with safe and security checklist, given within the
LivingSTEM Manual, Chapter 8)
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Project's partners
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Générations.Bio (Belgium)
Web: www.fermebiodupetitsart.be

LogoPsyCom (Belgium)
Web: www.logopsycom.com
Facebook: @Logopsycom

The Polish Farm Advisory and
Training Centre (Poland)
Web: www.farm-advisory.eu
Facebook: @PolishFarmAdvisory

EDU lab (Italy)
Web: www.edulabnet.it
Facebook: @edulabnet

Ed-consult (Denmark)
Web: www.ed-consult.dk
Facebook: @benji.leinenbach

C.I.P. Citizens In Power (Cyprus)
Web: www.citizensinpower.org
Facebook: @citizensinpower

Trànsit Projectes (Spain)
Web: www.transit.es
Facebook: @MakingProjectsCEPS, @TransitProjectes


